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Let A(72.) be the space of measurable functions / such that fg e L'[0, 1] for every g e H, where 72. is the subspace generated by the Rademacher functions (r n ) in L' [0,l] . Endowed with the norm ||/|| = sup{ || fg\\,: g = X> n r n , £ t f < 1} it is a Kothe function space. This space arises as the space of functions which are integrable in the sense of Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz with respect to the vector measure v(A) = (f A r n (t)dt) e I 2 , see [3] . It can alternatively be described as the space of functions / such that for every measurable set A the Rademacher-Fourier coefficients of the function fx A are in I 1 . The question we investigate is the following. Can the functions in A(7£) be described by their distribution function? In other words, is A(72.) order isomorphic to a rearrangement invariant space?
We study the problem in a more general setting, replacing L'[0, 1] by a rearrangement invariant (r.i.) function space X on [0, 1] in which the Rademacher functions generate a subspace isomorphic to I 2 (these spaces have been studied in [6] This space can also be viewed as the space of multiplication operators from the subspace spanned by the Rademacher functions in X into the whole space.
In this paper we prove that if the fundamental function of the space X is nearly submultiplicative (see below) and the lower Boyd and fundamental indices coincide then the space A(7£, X) is not order isomorphic to a rearrangement invariant space. The result includes the spaces L pq [ By q> x (t) we will denote the fundamental function of X defined by <p
where || £, /( || is the norm of £ )/r as an operator on X. For any undefined notation we refer the reader to [1] or [5] . 
Proof. Let n be a fixed positive integer such that n = 2 m , for m e N. Consider the dyadic intervals of order n, Aj -((/ -1)2'", j2~"), for 1 <j < 2". Consider the n x 2" matrix (a^), where a tj (1 < i < n; 1 <j< 2") is the value of the function r, on the interval Aj. Let J be a subset of { 1 , . . .2"} with cardinality n. Associated with J we have the measurable set A = U jW /ly of measure n2~". Consider the characteristic function of the set A in A(7£, X), then
In order to estimate the second term in the right hand side take into account that
Considering that X is r.i., we obtain:
where M is a constant not depending on n. Hence supf XA } .b,r, : (fc,) eB t i\ <M h x (n2-"). Select next a set J 2 c {1,..., 2"} with cardinality n, such that each column of the n x n matrix (a,;) ;e y ; has exactly one entry equal to -1 and the rest are equal to 1. Hence we have that £" =1 a y = n -2, for each; e J 2 -Denote £>" = Ujej 2 Aj. Then
From (1) and (2) it follows that for a constant K > 0 not depending on n lull. M-2-i , , . where M^-(t) = sup s <p x (st)/<p x (s), see [2] , and [8] . In general 0 < &{X) < P 0 (X). We will say that a function/ is nearly submultiplicative if/(st) < cf(s)f(t) for a constant c > 0. It is easily checked that the following holds. ) -1, [6, Theorem 6] . This condition is implied by f}(X) > 0, or P 0 (X) > 0 (which is equivalent to X being in the class £ defined in [7] ), or
Lemma 2. Let X be a r.i. space, then <p x is nearly submultiplicative and fi(X) -P 0 (X) if and only if the functions cp x and h x are equivalent (cp x (t) < h x (t) < aq> x (t)for all 0 < t < 1 and a constant a > 1).

Theorem. Let X be a rearrangement invariant function space on [0, 1] such that the Rademacher functions generate in X a subspace isomorphic to I
. Suppose that fi(X) -P 0 (X) and q> x is nearly submultiplicative. Then the space A(7l, X) is not order isomorphic to a rearrangement invariant space.
Proof. Since q> x is submultiplicative, (p x (2~")/<p x (n2~n) is bounded above by a constant multiple of cp x (n~l). This converges to zero as n tends to infinity since
The conditions in the previous theorem are satisfied for the following classes of r. 
Remark. The Zygmund space L log L is included in case (c).
The previous result does not hold for every r.i. space in which the Rademacher functions generate a subspace isomorphic to I 2 . This is shown by the following examples. « f°r ( a n) e ^2> which is also in L^. Since in general gf e L^, 2 implies ^2 e L eip and 4xy = (x + y) 2 -(x -y) 2 , it follows that/52a n r n is in L Mp , s o / is in A(7£, L Hp ). For the reverse inclusion let us establish the next claim. Proof. Given e > 0 let 3 be a simple function supported on dyadic intervals and such that \g\ < |/| and | | / | | < (1 +e)||fif|| . Let N be the highest dyadic order of the intervals of constancy of g. Consider m 6 N such that m -I < p < m. Define a n = 0 for n < N, a n -m~l /2 for N + 1 < n < N + m, and a n = 0 for n> N + m. Direct computation shows that || T.a n r n \\ p > m' S o / is in L ti and
< 3
Hence both spaces are order isomorphic. We can also consider the space A(7£, X) for r.i. spaces where the subspace generated by the Rademacher functions is other than I 
